
Superior Performance
and Protection

Mesh and Solid
Safety Covers



You love your pool and the backyard memories it creates.  
CoverLogix® swimming pool covers help protect children and 

pets from unwelcome situations and give peace of mind  
while you are away.

From Our Family to Yours — Every CoverLogix® pool cover is 
designed with your safety in mind.

CoverLogix® pool covers are an attractive and functional addition to your 
backyard. Our covers provide peace of mind by creating a protective barrier 
that helps keep everything out of the pool, including mother nature. You can 
start your swim season sooner when you can open your pool with minimal 
cleaning and maintenance. 

WHAT SETS COVERLOGIX® APART? 

What Makes CoverLogix® Safety Covers  
The Intelligent Choice?

MEETS ASTM SAFETY STANDARDS.

Superior Performance  
And Protection

SUPERIOR POOL PROTECTION FOR  
CHILDREN, PETS, CRITTERS AND DEBRIS.

THE ULTIMATE CHILD-PROOF / 
PET-PROOF BARRIER
We’ve integrated our superior quality 
thread, densely woven mesh and 
commercial–grade hardware to deliver 
4000 pounds of break-strength 
protection. Our safety covers are 
engineered to resist damage from extreme 
sun, snow, rain and wind conditions.

INSTALLATION, REMOVAL AND 
STORAGE ARE EASY
After initial dealer installation, easily 
remove your cover in the spring and store 
it in the handy CoverLogix® storage bag. 
Re-installing the cover in fall is just as easy 
with the installation tool provided.

SAVE ON POOL  
OPENING COSTS
Using a safety cover and proper 
winterization methods will significantly 
reduce pool opening costs for cleaning, 
chemicals and maintenance.

ENHANCE YOUR BACKYARD 
ENVIRONMENT
Tarp and water tube type covers can be 
dangerous and unsightly. CoverLogix® 
covers are better at protecting your pool 
from debris and are designed specifically for 
your pool. Now is the time to replace those 
with an aesthetically pleasing design.

BRAND



ASTM SAFETY STANDARDS
•   CoverLogix® materials and hardware locking systems are rigorously tested  to meet or exceed ASTM safety standards. To comply with ASTM safety standards – 

Solid vinyl covers must be equipped with an automatic pump or have built-in mesh drainage panels to remove standing water.
•   Your particular pool design may have special features that do not meet ASTM standards. Please consult your pool professional when purchasing a cover.                                                              

ASTM standard F.1346.91

CoverLogix® pool covers are an attractive and functional addition to your backyard. Our covers 
provide peace of mind by creating a protective barrier that helps keep everything out of the 
pool, including mother nature.

9000MX™ Self-Draining Max Shade Mesh*

The 9000MX is engineered for a new level of protection. Built with 
reinforced mesh, box stitched thread at critical webbing joints and 
equipped with heavy-duty suspension, this cover is designed to exceed 
expectations and is appropriate for demanding applications.

7000Ms™ Self-Draining High Shade Mesh* 
A light-weight, ultra-fine weave mesh blocks 99% 
of sunlight and filters fine dirt particles down to 40 
microns. Rain and melting snow simply drain through 
the mesh. Excellent all-climate performance in a low 
maintenance, easy care cover.

5000M™ Self-Draining Standard Mesh
This durable micro weave fabric has the highest 
abrasion resistance and tear strength in its class. 
It filters debris and dirt while allowing water to 
freely drain through the mesh. A good choice for a 
combination of protection and value.

1000V™ Heavy Duty Solid
Our solid cover is a complete barrier to sunlight, dirt, 
debris and water. Heavy-duty construction provides 
protection from the elements and prevents algae 
growth, which helps for faster spring pool openings.

9000MX Exclusive Design

1000V Green 1000V Blue 1000V Grey 1000V Tan

7000MS Green 7000MS Blue 7000MS Grey 7000MS Tan

500P Green 500P Blue

500P™ Lite Duty Solid
Our light weight 7 oz. solid cover will provide a 100% 
barrier against sunlight and debris. This fabric is UV 
and mildew resistant, and it’s easy to handle. Available 
in green and blue.  

5000M Green 5000M Blue 5000M Grey 5000M Tan

   *   9000MX & 7000MS Mesh  U.S. Patent No. 6,886,187 – 99% Shade
**   Properly winterizing your pool in conjunction with a CoverLogix® safety cover will provide maximum protection against algae growth.  

With 91% sunblock, the 5000M, may be less effective in minimizing algae growth in certain installations.

COVER MATERIALS  |  PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
SAFETY /

PROTECTION
WEIGHT
(sq/yd)

BURST
STRENGTH DRAINING MATERIAL 

FEATURES WARRANTY

MAXIMUM 8 oz 890 PSI Self-Draining
Mesh

Maximum
Tensile 

Strength,  
Abrasion  

Resistance  
and Burst  

Resistance

25 YEARS
------------

5 YEAR
ASSURANCE

SUPERIOR 7 oz 670 PSI Self-Draining
Mesh

Superior
Tensile Strength 

and
Abrasion 

Resistance

20 YEARS
------------

5 YEAR
ASSURANCE

VERY GOOD 4.5 oz 385 PSI Self-Draining
Mesh

Excellent
Tensile Strength 

and
Abrasion 

Resistance;
Lightweight

Material

15 YEARS
------------
3 YEAR

ASSURANCE

VERY GOOD 12 oz 400 PSI

Invis-A-Drain, 
Mesh Drain  

Panel  
or Pump

PVC Laminated
for 

Extra Strength;
UV and Mildew

Resistant

15 YEARS
------------
3 YEAR

ASSURANCE

GOOD 7 oz 350 PSI

Invis-A-Drain, 
Mesh Drain  

Panel  
or Pump

Lightweight
Material;

UV and Mildew
Resistant

12 YEARS
------------

2 YEAR
ASSURANCE



EXTREME PROTECTION MEETS 
EXTREME PERFORMANCE 

CoverLogix® safety covers deliver 
unparalleled performance across every 
application criteria. Every cover is built 
using state of the art materials and 
manufacturing methods. 

The 9000MX, 7000MS and 1000V series 
comes standard with our  
heavy-duty double springs that  
have the muscle to take on anything 
nature dishes out. 

EXCLUSIVE

9000MX™

The Anatomy of  
Superior Performance 9000MX™ Mesh Cover

Superior Quality Hardware  
That’s Designed To Last

REDUCED DECK MOUNT
Using the Reduced Deck Mount (RMD) System, 
place an anchor as close as 2" to the perimeter 
edge of the cover. The RDM System offers easy 
installation around raised walls, water features, 
spas and other deck accessories.

BRASS DECK ANCHORS
Industrial-grade ultra sonic hardened anchors 
retract to blend into your deck surface during 
pool season. Anchor shown with optional 
decorative brass flange. 

HEAVY-DUTY STRAPS
CoverLogix® utilizes a dual strapping system 
sewn together on both sides of the cover with  
a triple-stitched seam.

Combine quality materials, quality hardware and quality 
craftsmanship and the end result is a cover that can 
withstand even the most extreme situations.
 
Add the ultimate load bearing protection of extreme performance 
double-tension springs and super durable perimeter padding to cushion 
the cover and deck from chaffing damage.

Suspension system shown with optional decorative brass anchor flange.

EXTREME PERFORMANCE  
UPGRADE PACKAGES

Our revolutionary pool cover padding delivers targeted protection to help 
control pool cover chaffing.  The padding easily snaps on to the perimeter webbing.   
The 26" wide x 30" long pad snaps securely in place and may be cut to custom fit any size required. 

It is an easy two step process:   1.   Slide panel under the cover.   2.  Snap the panel onto the webbing.

Snap-On Pool Cover Padding 

™

Anti-Abrasion Material Creates a Protective  
Barrier Between the Cover & Deck

TREMETREME
PRO TECTIONPRO TECTION

ANTI-CHAFFING MATERIAL

HEAVY-DUTY  
DOUBLE SPRINGS

LAY FLAT SPRING COVERREINFORCED BOX STITCH 

HEAVY-DUTY DOUBLE SPRINGS
Every 9000MX, 7000MS and 1000V cover 
comes standard with our low profiles, heavy 
duty, double spring. All spring sets include 
vinyl sleeves for added protection. 
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